Live continuing education training is a considerable expense to most firms. But trying to reach your professionals and external clients via remote, online training means managing a cumbersome combination of disjointed video, web and tele-conferencing tools.

LearnLive Connect™ is the first and most comprehensive solution created specifically for enterprise training to easily deliver the most dynamic and engaging online training and continuing education, either live or for future self-study, in a one-click solution.

Administrators can now easily upload and synchronize all parts of the training presentation. LearnLive’s delivery platform tracking automates continuing education tracking and certification based on the participation requirements you set. Automated, detailed and integrated system reporting dramatically simplifies the administration process. Upon course completion, records are automatically updated in your company’s LMS or LearnLive’s custom branded university. LearnLive will automatically convert live events into fully certified online self-study courses for future, on-demand access.

Accountants and Staff with challenging schedules will now have the flexibility to participate live or on-demand right from their desktops or conference room. The dynamic and fully synchronized, live audio/visual presentation also has lesson menus with drop-down details, note-taking, printable handouts and verbal or written Q&A. The web-based platform allows professionals and staff to securely connect to and from desktops worldwide without requiring video conferencing equipment.

With LearnLive Connect you can now create an engaging and interactive Virtual Classroom for your professionals and external clients all around the world.

**DYNAMIC PRESENTATION FORMAT**
- Live audio/visual presentation
- Lesson menus with drop-down details
- Note taking
- Printable handouts
- Verbal or written Q&A
- Fully synchronized
- Fully integrated with Compass™ (LMS) and AICC compliant for automatic record updates
- New! Integrated with Checkpoint Learning
- Multiple presenter capability can connect presenters in up to 5 different locations in one event
- Screen sharing capability for application training
- Simulcast classroom training events
- Video conferencing integration
- Streaming teleconference capability

**AUTOMATICALLY CONVERT TO CE SELF STUDY, MP3/MP4, AND REBROADCAST FOR ON-DEMAND FLEXIBILITY**
- Live Virtual Classroom events will be automatically recorded and transformed into a CE-worthy self-study course.
- Rebroadcast as a live event, with moderators answering questions live. Viewers will notice no difference in the experience from the live event.
- Polling questions continue to track participation for certification.
- Handouts and PowerPoint presentations that accompany the video presentation are easy to upload and synchronize with the presentation to your liking.
- Raw media files are created standard with all Virtual Classroom conversions for MP3/MP4 iPod® downloads.

**STATE-OF-THE-ART PARTICIPATION TRACKING & REPORTING**
- Built-in participation tracker pops up throughout the self-study (4 times per hour) to ensure active participation.
- Automatic participation report is run at the end of each event.
- Participants are given a pass or fail depending on the participation requirements you set.
- If passed, continuing education certificates are issued for immediate printing.
- AICC and SCORM compliant.

To transform your training, visit learnlive.com.
ABOUT LEARNLIVE

LearnLive, now part of Thomson Reuters, is a fully hosted solution, reducing the complexity and costs of software set-up and integration with your network. All software systems are kept up to date, available, and managed for performance by LearnLive experts. With a hosted solution, you can ensure scalability and security of internal IT systems without driving up internal IT costs, which can free up your IT staff and tools to focus on strategic technology projects that impact your firm’s bottom line.

LearnLive Technologies provides a comprehensive learning platform focused on meeting the specific professional development, career planning, and compliance tracking needs of professional services firms. The integrated learning platform includes a Learning Management System, certified delivery platform, class conversion tools, and compliance tracking modules. For a free demo, contact us today at 1-206-812-4700 or sales@learnlive.com.

NEWLY INTEGRATED WITH CHECKPOINT LEARNING

In addition to managing webinar events directly, LearnLive Connect can also integrate with Checkpoint Learning. You can link the LearnLive Connect Program ID to the Checkpoint Learning course activity to transfer webinar information directly to your University in Checkpoint Learning. Now organization professionals can access any LearnLive Connect program from Checkpoint Learning, and upon completion of the webcast, results are deposited directly in the Checkpoint Learning activity history for the professional. Certificates are also generated in Checkpoint Learning for record keeping. The LearnLive Connect program can integrate with Checkpoint Learning to provide seamless pass-through of the learner from one platform to another, and completion results are moved back into Checkpoint Learning without administrative effort.